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1. Introduction
The new EUMUDA is the European Minor Uses Database and is an important tool to solve minor uses
issues in the EU. It allows to collect the minor uses needs from Member States, to follow-up on these
needs and to manage all projects. It also provides information on crop acreages in the EU. This database
plays a key role in finding chemical/non-chemical solutions for minor uses gaps, within an Integrated
Pest Management framework.
The new EUMUDA supports the activities of the Commodity Expert Groups (CEG) with a more detailed
follow up of each project. A lot of the information can be entered with selective lists (drop down menus)
and the fields for the intended uses (GAP-table) are similar to that used in the Plant Protection Products
Application Management System (PPPAMS) as developed by the EU, for better exchange of
information.
EUMUDA provides the following information:
• A compiled list of minor uses needs from Member States
• A list of projects and individual projects
• A table of national crop acreages
• References lists on minor uses in different Member States
Most information in EUMUDA is publicly available. This information concerns the table of needs, table
of crop acreages, list of work programmes (excluding name of active substances). For individual
projects, restricted access applies.

1.1 Users types of EUMUDA
Some information mentioned in the list of projects (name of active substance) and individual projects is
considered confidential business information for crop protection companies.
In addition, EUMUDA is a participative platform that requires input from stakeholders. However, only
relevant stakeholders can provide and modify information.
For these reasons, the MUCF has defined users type of EUMUDA and rules for access rights and
confidentiality. Access rights are granted to users depending on their type and the concerned area in
EUMUDA. These rules are described in a separate document available on EUMUDA
https://eumuda.minoruses.eu/media/files/Rules_confidentiality_and_access_rights_EUMUDA.pdf
The MUCF is working on implementing these rules in EUMUDA.
The user types of EUMUDA are:
• General public,
• National Minor Uses Contact Points,
• governmental representatives,
• CEG (co)-Chairs,
• CEG project leader,
• applicants/authorisation holders,
• growers’ associations,
• research institutes,
• laboratories,
• the MUCF.
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1.2 Why and how to login in EUMUDA?
Users need a login account to get access to restricted parts of EUMUDA. This to add/modify information
in the table of minor uses needs and the national crop acreages, or read or add/modify information related
to the projects.
The login account allows to grant rights to the users. These rights depend on the type of user and the
concerned area of EUMUDA.
Users can get access rights to individual projects when the project leader adds contact details of project
members in the project, in the appropriate user category.
The MUCF manages the login accounts of EUMUDA.
A login account is composed of an email address (identifier) and password.
Existing users of EUMUDA have their email address registered in EUMUDA with corresponding
granted rights. They can use the same login account as in the former EUMUDA.
New users of EUMUDA can contact the MUCF (contact@minoruses.eu) indicating the organisation
they are working for, to obtain a login identifier and password.
To login, click on the button ‘login’ in the top right corner of EUMUDA. The login button is present
whatever the page of EUMUDA.
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You will then see a login page where you can enter your email address and password.

You can tick the field ‘Remember my credentials’ for future connections.
Do not forget to click on the button ‘Login’.
In case you forgot your password, click on the button ‘Forgot your password?

You will then see a box appearing where you can enter your email. The MUCF will send you a link to
reset your password.

Make sure to login first when you need to access to restricted parts of EUMUDA!

2. Homepage
The homepage provides an introduction on EUMUDA and a map of the European region.
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When you click on a Member State in the map, you will access to the information corresponding to the
Member State. This information consists of a national list of what are considered “minor uses” and/or a
list of minor crops, and useful national minor uses links, e.g. authority website, minor uses organisation
website, or PPP database.
From the map, you can also easily access to the information available from other Member States.
Or you can access to this information scrolling down on the page. This will show you the following
information:
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3. Minor uses table of needs
3.1 What is the minor use table of needs?
The table of needs of EUMUDA is a compiled list of minor uses needs that have been identified by EU
Member States (and some non-EU countries).
A minor use need is defined by the crop and the pest, the area of use, and the country. A case is any
unsolved problem in the minor uses table of needs.
Each line of the table corresponds to a minor use need. In each line, the frequency and the status of the
minor use need are also indicated in columns. The frequency is very useful to evaluate the importance
of the need in the European region. It is planned to add a column for priority. This parameter is very
useful to know the urgency of needs in Member States. The priority column is currently present in the
table of the GMUS survey.
There is also a column for comments.
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A number is allocated to each case. The cases are displayed by ascending numbering order.

The crop and pest are preferably defined at species level, and EPPO codes are used. EPPO Codes
are constructed with combinations of five to six letters, and whenever possible, they are mnemonic
abbreviations of the scientific names. For example, the code of apple Malus domestica is MABSD and
of the whitefly Bemisia tabaci is BEMITA. EPPO codes are sourced from EPPO Global Database:
https://gd.eppo.int/.
In addition, to better define the minor use, there is the possibility to indicate whether the crop is minor
or major and whether the pest is minor or major.
The year corresponds to the year of introducing the need by the Member State (and not the year the pest
was discovered in a Member State).
The table below displays the description, source of information and possible entries where relevant, for
the columns:

Column
Case id

Crop code

Crop
Pest code

Pest

Frequency
Priority

Description

Source
of Possible entries
information
Identification
Automatically
Number starting from 1
number of the from EUMUDA
case
EPPO code for EPPO
global crops, at species database
level
common name of EPPO
global crop, in English
database
EPPO code for EPPO
global pest, at species database
level
the
common EPPO
global name of pest, in database
English
Frequency of the Automatically
Number starting from 1
need among MS
from EUMUDA
Priority of the MS and MUCF
Number starting from 1
need among MS
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Minor/major crop

Minor/major pest

Year

Area of use

The minor or
major status of the
crop
The minor or
major status of the
pest
Year
of
identification of
the need
Conditions of use

MS and MUCF

Minor,
major
unknown

or

MS and MUCF

Minor,
major
unknown

or

MS or CEG (co) Year yyyy
Chair
MS

Greenhouse application,
Outdoor or field use,
indoor application
Name of the 28 EU
Member States (country
code)
and
EFTA
countries
(Norway,
Switzerland,
Iceland
and Liechtenstein)

Member State

Member
State MS
who identified the
need nationally

Latest status

Latest status of MS or MUCF
the need

See separate table below

Comments

Any
relevant MS or MUCF
comment
(e.g.
reason of the
needs, for organic
production, seed
production)

Free text

Possible entries for ‘Status’
Explanation
Minor use need received by
MUCF
Minor use need validated by
MUCF
Minor use need refused by Entry incomplete as not all
MUCF
fields have been completed or
no crop or pest has been
specified at species level
Database checked by MUCF
Possible solutions identified

existing authorisation or nonchemical method available in
another EU Member State

Information forward to Member
State
No possible solution identified
Reply from Member State that
possible solution cannot be
applied
Reply from Member State that
possible solution can be applied
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Case successfully completed

Authorisation
granted
solution available

or

Case successfully completed,
but follow up project is
recommended
Case unsuccessfully completed Authorisation not granted or
solution not available
Application
for
PPP
authorisation or registration of a
non-chemical
method
submitted
PPP
authorisation
or
registration of a non-chemical
method process ongoing
Project proposal to CEGs

3.2 How to search in the table of needs?
It is possible to make searches in the table using the field ‘Search’ on a specific filter or combining
filters. For example, a search can be done for the crop code, country and year at the same time (FRAAN
Belgium 2015).
The information can be sorted by ascending or descending order.
The research can be exported through an excel file by clicking on the ‘Excel’ button on the top left side
of the page.

3.3 Who can add and modify information?
Only the users ‘National Minor Uses Contact Points’, CEG (co) Chairs and the MUCF can add and
modify minor uses needs.
The National Minor Uses Contact points are representatives of Member States governments and
responsible for minor uses nationally. There are at least two contact points per Member States. They can
only add and modify information for their own Member State.
The CEG (co)-Chairs can only add and modify information for their own CEG. CEG (co)-Chairs are
not representatives from industry.
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3.4 How to add and modify information?
To add a minor use need, the users should first login. See point 1.2 in the Introduction of this guide.
Once logged-in, click on the button ‘Add new Minor Uses need’ on the top right side of the page.
The number of the case (‘Case id’) is automatically allocated by EUMUDA.

Once in the individual need, you will see two parts. The first part is to create or modify the case, the
second part is to indicate the status.

Pop-up boxes
In individual needs (as well as in individual projects), for some fields you will see boxes popping-up
when moving the mouse on the symbol ‘i’. These pop-up boxes provide guidance for entering the
information.
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Creating a case
To create a case, it is mandatory to fill the following fields:
• Crop name and EPPO code
• Pest name and EPPO code
• Member State
• Year
Field ‘Crop name and EPPO code’
Only one crop should be mentioned in this field. The crop should be indicated at species level.
To enter information in this field, start typing the crop latin name or common name or its EPPO code.
A menu will then appear automatically where you can search and select the right name and code. The
field is directly linked to EPPO global database https://gd.eppo.int/.
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Field ‘Pest name and EPPO code’
The principle is the same as for the crop. Only one pest should be mentioned in this field. The pest
should be indicated at species level.
To enter information in this field, start typing the pest latin name or common name or its EPPO code. A
menu will then appear automatically where you can search and select the right name and code. The field
is directly linked to EPPO global database https://gd.eppo.int/.
For plant growth regulators, simply type ‘Plant growth regulator’.

Field ‘Member State’
Only one Member State should be mentioned in this field.
Start typing the name of your Member State. A menu will then appear automatically where you can
select the Member State. The menu contains all EU Member States plus EFTA countries (Norway,
Switzerland, Iceland and Liechtenstein).

Field ‘minor/major crop’
Select ‘minor crop’, or ‘major crop’ in the drop-down menu.
Field ‘minor/major pest’
Select ‘minor pest’, ‘major pest’ or ‘unknown’ in the drop-down menu.
Field ‘Field/greenhouse/indoor’
Select ‘Outdoor or field use’, ‘Greenhouse application’, ‘Indoor application’ or ‘unknown’ in the
drop-down menu.
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Field ‘Year’
Type the year of introduction of the need.
Field ‘Comment’
Enter information by typing free text, in English.
Do not forget to save information by clicking on the button ‘Save information’.

Entering and modifying a status
This part displays a history of the different status of the case.
To enter a status, click on the button ‘Enter a new status’.

You will then see four different fields to fill-in: ‘Status date’, ‘Source’, ‘Status’ and ‘Comments’.
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Field ‘Status date’
Start typing the year, a menu will then automatically appear in a calendar format where you can select
the date. You can also enter the date under this format: yyyy-mm-dd.

Field ‘Source’
To enter information, select ‘MUCF’, ‘Member State’, or ‘CEG (co) Chair’in the drop-down menu.
Field ‘Status’
Select one of the possible status in the drop-down menu.
Field ‘Comments’
Enter information by typing free text, in English.
Do not forget to save information by clicking on the button ‘Save information’.

To modify a status, click on the button ‘Edit’ in the right column ‘Actions’ in the case history.
Then change the field(s) as required, following the same instructions as for adding a status.
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Do not forget to save information by clicking on the button ‘Save information’.

4. Projects
4.1 List of projects
As the list of projects is publicly available, you do not need to log-in to access it.

4.1.1 What is the list of projects?
The list of projects is a table displaying a compilation of the individual projects run under the CEGs.

A number is allocated to each project. The projects are displayed by ascending numbering order.
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The crop and pest are indicated in the same way as for minor uses needs: preferably at species level, and
common/latin names and EPPO codes are used. The area of use corresponds to the same column as in
the table of needs.
The concerned CEG and Member State leading the project are mentioned. Other important information
for the project is the crop group and extrapolation crops. The crop groups used are according to EPPO
non-taxonomic crop grouping, developed to describe uses of plant protection products. Extrapolation
crops used to describe the project are determined following extrapolation rules for efficacy, as in the
end, the plant protection product will be authorised based on uses which are justified from an agronomic
point of view. For efficacy, extrapolation rules are according to EPPO Minor Uses extrapolation tables
https://www.eppo.int/PPPRODUCTS/minor_uses/minor_uses.htm.
For residues, extrapolation rules are also used, but within individual projects. These rules follow EU
guidance document SANCO 7525/VI/95 ‘Guidelines on comparability, extrapolation, group tolerances
and data requirements for setting MRLs’.
The date corresponds to the date of the start of the project.
The table below displays the description, source of information and possible entries where relevant, for
the columns:

Column
Project id

CEG

Leading MS

Description

Source
of Possible entries
information
Identification
Automatically
Number starting from
number of the from EUMUDA
122
project
Name of the MUCF
Fruits and vegetables,
Commodity
Hops,
Expert
Group
Mushrooms,
concerned by the
Ornamentals,
project
Rice,
Seeds,
Tobacco
Member
State MS
Name of the 28 EU
leading
the
Member States and
project
EFTA
countries
(Norway, Switzerland,
Iceland
and
Liechtenstein)

Crop name and Common name,
EPPO code
latin name and
EPPO code for
crops, at species
level
Crop group
Group of the crop
according
to
EPPO
nontaxonomic crop
grouping
Extrapolation
Crops used in the
crops
projects,
from
which
efficacy
data
can
be

EPPO
database

global -

EPPO
database

global -

EPPO

-
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extrapolated for
the minor use
concerned. Rules
for extrapolation
are according to
EPPO
extrapolation
tables for minor
uses.
Pest name and Common name, EPPO
global EPPO code
latin name and
database
EPPO code for
crops, at species
level
Area of use
Conditions of use Leading MS
F (Outdoor or field use),
G
(Greenhouse
application),
I (indoor application)
Date
Date of the start of Leading MS
Date yyyy-mm-dd
the project
Status
Latest status of Leading MS or See separate table below
the project
MUCF

Possible entries for ‘Status’
Project started
Project not started by MUCF or
CEG
Project ongoing
Project
terminated
before
completion
Project successfully completed

Explanation
Because there is insufficient
information provided
Data generation

All data available

4.1.2 How to search in the list of projects?
It is possible to make searches in the table with a specific filter on a column or on several columns.
The information can be sorted by ascending or descending order.
The search can be exported through an excel file by clicking on the ‘Excel’ button.
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4.1.3 Who can add and modify information?
The list of projects is automatically generated by EUMUDA. It cannot be modified itself, but only
through the individual projects.

4.2 Individual projects
4.2.1 What is an individual project?
An individual project corresponds to a case with agreed action(s) taken to solve a minor use need by a
CEG. A project is started when data needs to be generated, for residue and/or efficacy.
The project -in EUMUDA- ends when the final report on the generated data has been submitted.
The project is always lead by a Member State, represented by a project leader. Member States
contributing to the project -financially or in another way- are called ‘Member States participating’.
Member States who share the same minor uses needs, but do not participate in the project, are called
‘Member States interested’.
For each project, there is an agreed project plan providing some basic information on the minor use
need, the possible solution, the project, the project leader and parties involved, and clarifying the role of
each party participating/involved in the project.

4.2.2 Who can read information?
Only the national minor uses contact points, the CEG (co)-Chairs, project leaders and MUCF can read
the information for all individual projects. Project members can only read their own project.
Project members can be:
• governmental representatives,
• applicants/ authorization holders,
• growers’ associations,
• research institutes.
The general public cannot read individual projects.
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4.2.3 Who can add and modify information?
Only the project leader and the MUCF can add and modify information in the project.
There is only one project leader per project (no deputy).

4.2.4 How to create a project?
To add a project, the users should first login. See point 1.2 in the Introduction of this guide.
Once logged-in, click on the button ‘Add a new project’ on the top right side of the page.

Once in the individual project, you will see a page with general information used to describe the
project. The following information needs to be entered to create the project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commodity Expert Group
Project leader Member State
Member States Participating
Crop group
Crop name and EPPO code
Extrapolation crops for residue
Extrapolation crops for efficacy
Pest name and EPPO code
Field/Greenhouse/Indoor
Project started on
Expected date of completion
Active substance
Or non-chemical method
Product name and/or product code
Information on the MRL requirements
Information on the efficacy requirements
Link with other products
Other active substances contained in the product

This information needs to be completed and saved in order to access and edit the other pages of the
project.
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To save the information, click on the button ‘Save information’ at the bottom of the page.
The number of the project or ‘Project id’ is then automatically allocated by EUMUDA.
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A large part of the information of the general page will automatically appear in the list of projects. For
confidentiality reasons the following information that will not appear is:
• Member States Participating
• Extrapolation crops for residue
• Expected date of completion
• Active substance
• Or non-chemical method
• Product name and/or product code
• Information on the MRL requirements
• Information on the efficacy requirements
• Link with other products
• Other active substances contained in the product
Pop-up boxes
In individual projects (as well as in individual needs), for some fields you will see boxes popping-up
when moving the mouse on the symbol ‘i’. These pop-up boxes provide guidance for entering the
information, or general information linked to the field.

Creating a project
To create a project, you will need to fill the following fields:
Field ‘Commodity Expert Group’
Select the name of your group in the drop-down menu.
Field ‘Project leader Member State’
Select the Member State in the drop-down menu. The menu contains all EU Member States and EFTA
countries (Norway, Switzerland, Iceland and Liechtenstein).
Field ‘Member State participating’
One or several Member States can be mentioned in this field.
To enter information, start typing the name of the Member State. A menu will then appear automatically
where you can search and select the Member State(s). The menu contains all EU Member States and
EFTA countries (Norway, Switzerland, Iceland and Liechtenstein).
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To remove a Member State, click on the cross on the left top corner of the field containing the Member
State.

Field ‘Member States interested’
One or several Member States can be mentioned in this field.
To enter information, start typing the name of the Member State. A menu will then appear automatically
where you can search and select the Member State(s). The menu contains all EU Member States and
EFTA countries (Norway, Switzerland, Iceland and Liechtenstein).
Field ‘Crop group’
This field correspond to the EPPO non-taxonomic groups for crops. These crop groups are displayed in
a drop-down menu.
To enter the information, select a crop sub-group among the parent groups ‘Arable crops’, ‘Fruit crops’,
‘Vegetable crops’, Herbs, spices and medicinal plants’.
The group ‘Ornamentals’ and ‘Forestry’ are still under construction by EPPO. For ‘Ornamentals’ and
‘Forestry’ groups, select ‘No crop group defined’.
For example, for orange, select the sub-group ‘Citrus fruit’ in the parent group ‘Fruit crops’.
For crops not belonging to any of the sub-group, select ‘No crop group defined’ (‘No crop group defined’
does not correspond to a sub-group).
For example, hops belong to the parent group ‘Arable crops’ but do not belong to any sub-group, so ‘No
crop group defined’ must be selected.
Field ‘Crop name and EPPO code’
One or several crops can be mentioned in this field. The crop should be indicated at species level.
To enter information, start typing the crop latin name or common name or its EPPO code. A menu will
then appear automatically where you can search and select the right name and code. The field is directly
linked to EPPO global database.
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For your convenience, below the field there is also a link to EPPO global database as shown below.

Field ‘Extrapolation crops for residue’
One or several crops can be mentioned in this field. The crop should be indicated at species level.
Start typing the crop latin name or common name or its EPPO code. A menu will then appear
automatically where you can search and select the right name and code. The field is directly linked to
EPPO global database.
To know which crop(s) can be used for extrapolation to the project crop(s), use the link to the EU
guidance document SANCO 7525/VI/95 ‘Guidelines on comparability, extrapolation, group tolerances
and data requirements for setting MRLs’. This link will directly give you access to table 3 on
recommended extrapolations.

Field ‘Extrapolation crops for efficacy’
One or several crops can be mentioned in this field. The crop should be indicated at species level.
To enter information, start typing the crop latin name or common name or its EPPO code. A menu will
then appear automatically where you can search and select the right name and code. The field is
directly linked to EPPO global database.

To know which crop(s) can be used for extrapolation to the project crop(s), use the link to the EPPO
page on minor uses and extrapolation tables.
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You can then access to extrapolation tables for minor uses, scrolling down on the EPPO webpage. These
tables provide rules for extrapolations by crop groups or pest groups on effectiveness and/or crop safety
under the categories herbicides, fungicides, and insecticides/acaricides/nematicides/molluscicides.
An example is given below:

When the minor use is not covered by the EPPO extrapolation tables, you can contact the MUCF at
contact@minoruses.eu.
Field ‘Pest name and EPPO code’
One or several pests can be mentioned in this field. The pest should be indicated at species level.
Start typing the pest latin name or common name or its EPPO code. A menu will then appear
automatically where you can search and select the right name and code. The field is directly linked to
EPPO global database.
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Field ‘Field/greenhouse/indoor’
Select ‘Outdoor or field use’, ‘Greenhouse application’, ‘Indoor application’ in the menu. For multiple
selections hold ctrl or shift (or drag with the mouse). There is a pop-up box explaining how to make
multiple selections.

Field ‘Project started on’
Start typing the year, a menu will then automatically appear in a calendar where you can select the
date. You can also enter the date under this format: yyyy-mm-dd.

Field ‘Expected date of completion’
Start typing the year, a menu will then automatically appear in a calendar where you can select the
date. You can also enter the date under this format: yyyy-mm-dd.
Field ‘Active substance’
Only one active substance should be mentioned in this field.
To enter the information, start typing the name of the active substance. A menu will then appear
automatically, where you can search and select the right name. The field is linked to the EU pesticide
database to have the most actual status of the active substance.
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Field ‘Or non-chemical method’
This field corresponds to alternative methods to chemical pesticides, based on agronomic techniques,
or physical, mechanical or biological pest control methods. This field refers to solutions that are not
covered by Regulation (EC) No. 1107/2009. Biological control methods covered by Regulation (EC)
No. 1107/2009, including semiochemicals, micro-organisms and botanicals should be listed under
active substance.
Enter information by typing free text, in English.
Field ‘Product name and/or product code’
Enter information by typing free text, in English.
A series of questions follow. These questions allow to provide more information on what the project
consists of as regards residue and efficacy trials, and other products and active substances:
•
•
•
•
•

Is MRL required?
Has MRL been set for the project crop?
Is efficacy needed?
Are there other products linked?
Does the product contain other active substances?

Field ‘is MRL required?’
An MRL is not required when i) an MRL has already been set for the crop or crop group ii) the active
substance is exempted from MRL setting according to guidance document SANCO/11188/2012 (and
included in Annex IV of Regulation (EC) No 396/2005) or it is a non-chemical method. There is a
pop-up box displaying this information.
Tick ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.
Field ‘Has MRL been set for the project crop?’
Tick ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.
Field ‘Is efficacy needed?’
Tick ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.
Field ‘Are there other products linked?’
Other products, containing the same active substance, could be linked to the project e.g. when data on
these products is available.
Tick ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.
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Field ‘Does the product contains other active substances?’
The product could contain other active substances. When residue data is needed on the other active
substances, another project should be introduced or in case it already exists canbe linked to this
project.
Tick ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.
Do not forget to save information by clicking on the button ‘Save information’.

4.2.5 How to fill a project?
Once you have filled and saved the general page, you can access to the other pages of the project and
add and modify information on these pages:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Active substance and product
Residues
Efficacy
Project plan and status
Contact details

a. Page ‘Active substance and product’
This page contains information on the active substance and product, and if relevant on other products
linked (containing the same active substance) and information on Good Agriculture Practices (GAP).
Information on the product needs to be entered and saved to be able to access to the part on the GAP.
•

Active substance and product
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Fields on active substance
These fields mention the expiry date and status of the active substance (approved, pending or nonapproved). It also indicates the date when the last update from the active substance database took
place.
They are automatically filled by EUMUDA from the general page, where the active substance has
been indicated, and are linked to the EU Pesticide database.
Field ‘product name and/or product code’
This is the same field as in the general page of the project. Enter information by typing free text.
Field ‘Authorisation existing in Member States’
One or several Member States can be mentioned in this field.
Start typing the name of the Member State. A menu will then appear automatically where you can search
and select the Member State. The menu contains all EU Member States and EFTA countries (Norway,
Switzerland, Iceland and Liechtenstein).
Once you have entered the name of a Member State, you can repeat the same procedure for other
Member States.
To remove a Member State, click on the cross on the left top corner of the field containing the Member
State.

Field ‘Regulatory zones’
Select one or several zones ‘Northern zone’, ‘Central zone’ or ‘Southern zone’ or ‘all EU zones’ in the
menu. For multiple selections hold ctrl or shift (or drag with the mouse). There is a pop-up box
explaining how to make multiple selections.
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Field ‘Formulation’
Select one formulation type in the menu. The menu contains the product formulation types listed in
PPPAMS.
Field ‘Function’
Select one function in the menu. The menu contains the product functions listed in PPPAMS.
Field ‘Active substance content’
Type the number corresponding to the content of the active substance in the product.
Field ‘Active substance unit’
This field is to inform on the unit of the active substance content in the product.
Select one unit in the menu. The menu contains the units listed in PPPAMS.
Field ‘Comments on active substance and product’
Enter information by typing free text, in English.
•

Other products linked

This part appears only when you have ticked the field ‘Are there other products linked’ in the general
page of the project.
To add a linked product, click on the button ‘Link a new product’.

You will then see a box with various fields to be filled: ‘Name of the product’, ‘Active substance
content’, ‘Active substance Unit’, ‘Product application rate’ and ‘Product application rate unit’.
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Fields ‘Product name’ and ‘Substance name’
These fields are automatically filled from the general page by EUMUDA
Field ‘Active substance content’
Type the number corresponding to the content of the active substance in the product.
Field ‘Active substance unit’
This field is to inform on the unit of the active substance content in the product.
Select one unit in the menu. The menu contains the units listed in PPPAMS.
Field ‘product application rate’
Type the number corresponding to the application rate of the product.
Field ‘product application rate unit’
This field is to inform on the unit of the application rate of the product.
Select one unit in the menu. The menu contains the units listed in PPPAMS.
To save the information, do not forget to click on the button ‘Submit’.

•

GAP information

Field ‘Is GAP within the risk envelope?’
This information is to know if the conditions of use of the product tested in the trials in the project differ
from the existing GAP.
Tick ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.
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Field ‘For which aspect?’
This field is to inform on which aspect of the risk envelope the GAP is or is not within the risk envelope:
toxicology, residues and dietary risk assessment, environmental fate and behaviour and ecotoxicology.
Select one or several of these aspects of the risk assessment in the menu. For multiple selections hold
ctrl or shift (or drag with the mouse). There is a pop-up box explaining how to make multiple selections.
GAP table
Fields considered useful for the projects have been selected from PPPAMS. These fields are identical
to the fields in PPPAMS. For all fields, there is a pop-up box explaining to what it corresponds and what
type of information should be entered.
The GAP table to be entered on this page should be the GAP intended for authorisation of the plant
protection product.

Field ‘Method/kind’
This field informs on how the product is applied. It is possible to select both a method and a kind. To
enter information, select one method or/and a kind in the menu, e.g. spreading, between the plant. The
menu contains the methods and kinds listed in PPPAMS. For multiple selections hold ctrl or shift (or
drag with the mouse).
Field ‘Timing/growth stage of crop and season’
This field informs on when the product is applied during the crop growth and season. The growth stage
ranges from first to last treatment and is indicated according to BBCH scale.
The BBCH scale can be found in the BBCH Monograph, Growth stages of Plants, 1997, Blackwell,
ISBN 3-8263-3152-4.
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Details about specific time(s), period, first and last treatment, e.g. autumn or spring pre-or postemergence, at sufficient pest density or begin of infection, including restrictions (e.g. not during
flowering) should be made in the remarks field.
The BBCH scale is also used in PPPAMS.
Select a BBCH scale for the first treatment in the menu of the field ‘between’ and for the last treatment
in the menu of the field ‘and’.
Field ‘Max No per use’
This field corresponds to the maximum number of applications of the product per growing season used
for the named crop/pest combination possible under practical conditions of use.
A numeric value (integer) should be typed.
Field ‘Max No per crop/season’
This field corresponds to the proposed maximum number in the crop including applications on all
pests/targets on the same crop in a growing season. It should be clearly indicated whether the displayed
number of applications is per season, per crop cycle or per pest generation in the remarks field.
A numeric value (integer) should be typed.
Field ‘Min interval between applications’
This field informs on the minimum interval (in days) between applications of the same product.
A numeric value should be typed.
Field ‘Max. app. rate per prod’
This field provides the (maximum) product rate per treatment (usually kg or L product/ha). For specific
uses, other specifications might be possible, e.g.: g/m3 in case of fumigation of empty rooms or pallox
(=big box used for storage potatoes, fruits, roots).
A numeric value should be typed.
Field ‘Scale’
This field is the scale of the previous field ‘Max.app.rate per prod’. A numeric value should be typed.
For example, 50 000 mL per ha could be expressed as 5x104. In this case in the scale field the number
‘4’ would be input and the number 5 would be input in the field ‘Max.app.rate per prod’. For very small
numbers a minus figure can be added. E.g. 0.0005 would be 5x10-4. In this case ‘-4’ would be added to
the scale field. Default value is 0 if scale is not used.
Field ‘Unit’
The field unit corresponds to the value entered in ‘Max.app. rate per prod’.
Select a unit in the drop-down menu.
If units are missing in the menu, you can contact the MUCF at contact@minoruses.eu.
Field ‘Max. total rate per prod per crop/season’
This field provides the maximum product rate per growing season (especially if limited) or per crop
cycle.
A numeric value should be typed.
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Field ‘Scale’
This field is the scale of the previous field ‘Max total rate per prod per crop/season’. A numeric value
should be typed.
For example, 50 000 mL per ha could be expressed as 5x104. In this case in the scale field the number
‘4’ would be input and the number 5 would be input in the field ‘Max.app.rate per prod’. For very small
numbers a minus figure can be added. E.g. 0.0005 would be 5x10-4. In this case ‘-4’ would be added to
the scale field. Default value is 0 if scale is not used.
Field ‘Unit’
The field unit corresponds to the value entered in ‘Max total rate per prod per crop/season’.
Select a unit in the drop-down menu.
Field ‘Max. app. rate per AS’
This field provides the (maximum) active substance (AS) rate per treatment (usually g of AS/ha). For
specific uses, other specifications might be possible, e.g.: g/m3 in case of fumigation of empty rooms or
pallox (=big box used for storage potatoes, fruits, roots).
A numeric value should be typed.
Field ‘Scale’
This field is the scale of the previous field ‘Max.app.rate per AS’. A numeric value should be typed.
For example, 50 000 mL per ha could be expressed as 5x104. In this case in the scale field the number
‘4’ would be input and the number 5 would be input in the field ‘Max.app.rate per prod’. For very small
numbers a minus figure can be added. E.g. 0.0005 would be 5x10-4. In this case ‘-4’ would be added to
the scale field. Default value is 0 if scale is not used.
Field ‘Unit’
The field unit corresponds to the value entered in ‘Max.app. rate per AS’.
Select a unit in the drop-down menu.
Field ‘Max. total rate per AS per crop/season’
This field provides the maximum AS rate per growing season (especially if limited) or per crop cycle.
A numeric value should be typed.
Field ‘Scale’
This field is the scale of the previous field ‘Max. total rate per AS per crop/season’. A numeric value
should be typed.
For example, 50 000 mL per ha could be expressed as 5x104. In this case in the scale field the number
‘4’ would be input and the number 5 would be input in the field ‘Max.app.rate per prod’. For very small
numbers a minus figure can be added. E.g. 0.0005 would be 5x10-4. In this case ‘-4’ would be added to
the scale field. Default value is 0 if scale is not used.
Field ‘Unit’
The field unit corresponds to the value entered in ‘Max. total rate per AS per crop/season’.
Select a unit in the drop-down menu.
Field ‘Min. water volume’
This field provides information of the minimum water volume applied during one application, in L/ha.
A numeric value should be typed.
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Field ‘Max. water volume’
This field provides information of the maximum water volume applied during one application, in L/ha.
A numeric value should be typed.
Field ‘Dependent upon development stage of crop?’
If water volume range depends on application equipment (e.g. ULVA or LVA), the field ‘Yes’ should
ticked.
Field ‘Seed treatment’
When the product is applied as seed treatment, the field ‘Yes’ should be ticked and seed density
completed in the next field.
Field ‘Seed density’
The field density is given in kg/ha.
Type a numeric value.
Field ‘PHI (days)’
This field corresponds to the minimum pre-harvest interval and is given in days.
To enter information, type a numeric value. When there is no PHI defined (due to MRL exemption),
type ‘0’.
Field ‘Remarks’
In this field, a text statement can be used to define a particular situation, add crop qualifiers or give
further information about the use. The text should be in English.
Do not forget to save information by clicking on the button ‘Save information’.
b. Page ‘Residues’
This page provides information on the MRLs (Maximum Residue Levels) of the ‘project substance’,
extrapolation crops and residue trials.
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MRLs (Maximum Residue Levels)
Project substance
The name of the active substance is automatically filled by EUMUDA from the general page of the
project.
Field ‘Residue definition’
The residue definition can be found in the EFSA conclusion regarding the peer review of the active
substance, in the list of endpoints (chapter: Residues in or on treated products food and feed). The residue
definition for risk assessment should be used. The EFSA conclusions can be downloaded using the link
below the field. The search on this website can be done by entering: ‘EFSA conclusion’ and the name
of the active substance. There is a pop-up box providing this information.
(Currently it is not yet possible to display the residue definition automatically from the EFSAconclusion).
The name of the residue(s) should be typed.

Project crop
The name of the project crop is automatically filled by EUMUDA from the general page of the project.
Field ‘Availability Metabolism data’
This field provides information on the different crop groups for which metabolism data is available.
Select a crop group in the menu.
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Fields ‘EU MRL’
The EU MRL for the project crop can be found using the link to the EU pesticide residues database.
A numeric value should be typed.
Fields ‘Codex MR’, ‘US MRL’, ‘JAP MRL’, ‘CAN MRL’ and ‘RUS MRL’
These fields correspond to MRL that may be available at Codex level or major non-EU countries: USA,
Japan, Canada and Russia.
A numeric value should be typed.
Field ‘MRL Comments’
Enter information by typing free text, in English.
Extrapolation crops according to residue
This information is filled automatically by EUMUDA from the general page.
Residue trials

Residue trials required
The number of trials required is according to the data requirements as laid down in Part A to Regulation
(EU) No 283/2013 (active substance) and Part A to Regulation (EU) No 284/2013 (plant protection
product). Guidelines on comparability, extrapolation, group tolerances and data requirements for setting
MRLs are provided by Guidance Document SANCO 7525/VI/95, Rev. 10.2 or later.
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The fields on the number of trials required depend on the conditions of use (greenhouse/indoor or field)
and are automatically indicated by EUMUDA from the general page.
For each field, there is a pop-up box providing this information.
The number of trials required is not automatically calculated and should be entered manually by the
project leader.

Field ‘Number of trials required for greenhouse/indoor’

Select a number from 0 to 8 in the menu.

Fields ‘Number of trials required in NEU zone’ and ‘Number of trials required in SEU zone’

Select a number from 0 to 8 in the menus.

Residue trials available
There are several columns to be filled to describe each trial: Reference, Crop, Company/Institute,
Country, GEP/GLP, Date of final report, Remarks and Actions.
Residue trials from non-EU Member States (including other regions of the world) can be accepted
depending on the conditions use of the product in the trial. This is why the term ‘Country’ is used for
available trials instead of ‘Member State’.
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Click on the button ‘Add a new available trial’. A box will then appear where you can fill the individual
fields of the columns mentioned above, and additional fields corresponding to: the area of use, trial type,
product, application rate, unit, then Institute/Organisation, Country and GEP/GLP (for field and
analytical parts).
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Field ‘Residue trial reference’
The reference is the identification code of the trial.
Type the trial reference (number, and/or letters or other characters).
Field ‘Crop’
The menu is automatically proposed by EUMUDA from the general page. Select the project crop or an
extrapolation crop.
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Field ‘Area of use’
Select one of the area of use (outdoor or field use, greenhouse application, or indoor application) in the
menu.
Field ‘Trial type’
Select ‘Harvest trial (HDT)’ or ‘Decline Curve Trial (DCT)’ in the menu.
Field ‘Product’
The menu is automatically filled by EUMUDA from the general page and from the product page for
linked products. Select the project product or a linked product in the menu.
Field ‘Application rate’
Enter the product application rate (numeric value) that is tested.
Field ‘Unit for application rate’
Select the unit of the application rate in the menu. It is the same menu as in the GAP table page and
PPPAMS.
Field part
Field ‘Institute/Organisation’
Select one of the institute/organisation in the menu. If the institute/organisation is missing, you can
add it via the contact details page (see point e, pages 57-59).
Field ‘Country’
Select one country (EU or non-EU) in the menu.
Field ‘GEP/GLP’
Select ‘GEP’ or ‘GLP’ or ‘Non GEP-non GLP’ or ‘unknown’ in the menu.
Analytical part
Field ‘Institute/Organisation’
Select one of the institute/organisation in the menu. If the institute/organisation is missing, you can
add it via the contact details page (see point e, pages 57-59).
Field ‘Country’
Select one country (EU or non-EU) in the menu.
Field ‘GLP’
Select ‘GLP’ or ‘Non GLP’ or ‘unknown’ in the menu.
Field ‘Date of the final report’
Type the date of the final report, using the format yyyy-mm-dd.
Field ‘Remarks’
Type free text, in English.
Do not forget to save the information by clicking on the button ‘Submit’.
Residue trials still needed
The fields on the number of trials still needed depend on the conditions of use (greenhouse/indoor or
field) and are automatically indicated by EUMUDA from the general page.
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The number of trials required is not automatically calculated and should be entered manually by the
project leader.

Field ‘Number of trials still needed for greenhouse/indoor’

Select a number from 0 to 8 in the menu.

Fields ‘Number of trials still needed in NEU zone’ and ‘Number of trials still needed in SEU zone’

Select a number from 0 to 8 in the menu.

•

4. Ongoing residue trials

There are several columns to be filled to describe each trial: Reference, Crop, Company/Institute,
Member State, GEP/GLP, Field Starting date, Analytical Expected End Date, Remarks and Actions.
Residue trials set up for the project should only be performed in EU Member States.

Click on the button ‘Add a new available trial’. A box will then appear where you can fill the individual
fields of the columns mentioned above, and additional fields corresponding to: the area of use, trial type,
product, application rate, unit, then Institute/Organisation, Member State, GEP/GLP, Starting date,
Expected end date (for field an analytical parts), Remarks and Date of the final Report.
When the trial becomes available, the trial will automatically be moved to the part ‘1. Available residue
trials’ of the page.
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Field ‘Residue trial reference’
The reference is the identification code of the trial.
Type the trial reference (number, and/or letters or other characters).
Field ‘Crop’
The menu is automatically proposed by EUMUDA from the general page. Select the project crop or an
extrapolation crop.
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Field ‘Area of use’
Select one of the area of use (outdoor or field use, greenhouse application, or indoor application) in the
menu.
Field ‘Trial type’
Select ‘Harvest trial (HDT)’ or ‘Decline Curve Trial (DCT)’ in the menu.
Field ‘Product’
The menu is automatically filled by EUMUDA from the general page. Select the project product or a
linked product in the menu.
Field ‘Application rate’
Enter the product application rate (numeric value) that is tested.
Field ‘Unit for application rate’
Select the unit of the application rate in the menu. It is the same menu as in the GAP table page and
PPPAMS.
Field part
Field ‘Institute/Organisation’
Select one of the institute/organisation in the menu. If the institute/organisation is missing, you can
add it via the contact details page (see point e, pages 57-59).
Field ‘Member State’
Select one EU Member State in the menu.
Field ‘GEP/GLP’
Select ‘GEP’ or ‘GLP’ or ‘Non GEP-non GLP’ or ‘unknown’ in the menu.
Field ‘Starting date’
Type the date of the start of the field part, using the format yyyy-mm-dd.
Field ‘Expected end date’
Type the date of the expected end of the field part, using the format yyyy-mm-dd.
Analytical part
Field ‘Institute/Organisation’
Select one of the institute/organisation in the menu. If the institute/organisation is missing, you can
add it via the contact details page (see point e, pages 57-59).
Field ‘Member State’
Select one EU Member State in the menu.
Field ‘GLP’
Select ‘GLP’ or ‘Non GLP’ or ‘unknown’ in the menu.
Field ‘Starting date’
Type the date of the start of the field part, using the format yyyy-mm-dd.
Field ‘Expected end date’
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Type the date of the expected end of the field part, using the format yyyy-mm-dd.
Field ‘Remarks’
Type free text, in English.
Field ‘Date of the final report’
Type the date of the final report, using the format yyyy-mm-dd.
When the trial becomes available i.e. when the date is (before) the current date, the trial will
automatically be moved to the part ‘1. Available residue trials’ of the same page.
Do not forget to save the information by clicking on the button ‘Submit’.

Residue Comments
Field ‘General comments on residue trials and MRLs for this project’
Type free text, in English.
Do not forget to save the information by clicking on the button ‘Save information’.
c. Page ‘Efficacy’
This page contains information on the efficacy and phytoxicity trials.
According to Article 51 (2) for an extension of authorisation for a minor use, no efficacy or phytoxicity
data and/or evaluation are required. However, in the case of an application according to Article 33
information on efficacy and crop safety may be considered necessary.
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•

Project crop

The name of the project crop is automatically filled by EUMUDA, from the general page.
•

Extrapolation crops according to efficacy

The name of the extrapolation crop(s) is automatically filled by EUMUDA, from the general page.
•

1. Efficacy trials required

The fields on the number of trials required depend on the conditions of use (greenhouse/indoor or field)
and are automatically indicated by EUMUDA from the general page.
The number of trials required can be found in the EPPO Standard PP1/226 on the Efficacy evaluation
of plant protection products.
You can click on the link to access to the EPPO Standard.

For uses in greenhouse or indoor conditions, there is one EU single zone according to Regulation (EC)
No 1107/2009.
For uses in field conditions, trials must be performed according to EPPO climatic zones: Mediterranean,
Maritime, North and South-East zones. The choice of the zone depends on the Member States where
authorisation of the product is sought.
The number of trials required is not automatically calculated and should be entered manually by the
project leader.

Field ‘Number of trials required for greenhouse/indoor’

Select a number from 0 to 8 in the menu.
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Fields on the number of trials required in each EPPO zone

Select a number from 0 to 8 in the menu.

•

2. Efficacy trials available

There are several columns to be filled to describe each trial: Reference, Crop, Organization/Institute,
Country, Date of final report, GEP, Remarks and Actions.
Efficacy trials from non-EU Member States (including other regions of the world) can be accepted
depending on the conditions use of the product in the trial. This is why the term ‘Country’ is used for
available trials instead of ‘Member State’.

Click on the button ‘Add a new available trial’. A box will then appear where you can fill the individual
fields of the columns mentioned above, and additional fields corresponding to: the area of use, product,
application rate, and unit.
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Field ‘Efficacy trial reference’
The reference is the identification code of the trial.
To enter information, type the trial reference (number, and/or letters or other characters).
Field ‘Crop’
The menu is automatically proposed by EUMUDA from the general page. Select the project crop or an
extrapolation crop.
Field ‘Area of use’
Select one of the area of use (outdoor or field use, greenhouse application, or indoor application) in the
menu.
Field ‘Institute/Organisation’
Select one of the institute/organisation in the menu. If the institute/organisation is missing, you can
add it via the contact details page (see point e, pages 57-59).
Field ‘Product’
The menu is automatically filled by EUMUDA from the general page. Select the project product or a
linked product in the menu.
Field ‘Application rate’
Enter the product application rate (numeric value) that is tested.
Field ‘Unit for application rate’
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Select the unit of the application rate in the menu. It is the same menu as in the GAP table page and
PPPAMS.
Field ‘GEP’
Select ‘GEP’ or ‘Non GEP’ or ‘unknown’ in the menu.
Field ‘Country’
Select one country (EU or non-EU) in the menu.
Field ‘Date of the final report’
Type the date of the final report, using the format yyyy-mm-dd.
Field ‘Remarks’
Type free text, in English.
In this field, brief results on the level of efficacy can be mentioned.
Do not forget to save the information by clicking on the button ‘Submit’.
•

3. Efficacy trials still needed

The fields on the number of trials still needed depend on the conditions of use (greenhouse/indoor or
field) and are automatically indicated by EUMUDA from the general page.
The number of efficacy trials still needed is the difference between the number of efficacy trials required
in 1. and the number of efficacy trials available in 2.
The number of trials required is not automatically calculated and should be entered manually by the
project leader.
Field ‘Number of trials required for greenhouse/indoor’

Select a number from 0 to 8 in the menu.
Fields on the number of trials required in each EPPO zone

Select a number from 0 to 8 in the menu.
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•

4. Ongoing efficacy trials

There are several columns to be filled to describe each trial: Reference, Crop, Organisation/Institute,
Member State, Starting date, Expected End Date, Remarks and Actions.
Efficacy trials set up for the project are performed in EU Member States and EFTA countries (Norway,
Switzerland, Iceland and Liechtenstein).

Click on the button ‘Add a new ongoing trial’. A box will then appear where you can fill the individual
fields of the columns mentioned above, and additional fields corresponding to: the area of use, product,
application rate, unit, and date of the final report.
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Field ‘Efficacy trial reference’
The reference is the identification code of the trial.
Type the trial reference (number, and/or letters or other characters).
Field ‘Crop’
The menu is automatically proposed by EUMUDA from the general page. Select the project crop or an
extrapolation crop.
Field ‘Area of use’
Select one of the area of use (outdoor or field use, greenhouse application, or indoor application) in the
menu.
Field ‘Institute/Organisation’
Select one of the institute/organisation in the menu. If the institute/organisation is missing, you can
add it via the contact details page (see point e, pages 57-59).
Field ‘Product’
The menu is automatically filled by EUMUDA from the general page. Select the project product or a
linked product in the menu.
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Field ‘Application rate’
Enter the product application rate (numeric value) that is tested.
Field ‘Unit for application rate’
Select the unit of the application rate in the menu. It is the same menu as in the GAP table page and
PPPAMS.
Field ‘GEP’
Select ‘GEP’ or ‘Non GEP’ or ‘unknown’ in the menu.
Field ‘Member State’
Select one EU Member State in the menu.
Field ‘Starting date’
Type the date of the start of the field part, using the format yyyy-mm-dd.
Field ‘Expected end date’
Type the date of the expected end of the field part, using the format yyyy-mm-dd.
Field ‘Remarks’
Type free text, in English.
In this field, brief results on the level of efficacy can be mentioned.
Field ‘Date of the final report’
Type the date of the final report, using the format yyyy-mm-dd.
When the trial becomes available i.e. when the date is (before) the current date, the trial will
automatically be moved to the part ‘1. Available efficacy trials’ of the same page.
Do not forget to save the information by clicking on the button ‘Submit’.

Efficacy Comments
Field ‘General comments on efficacy and efficacy trials for this project’
Type free text, in English.

Phytotoxicity
There are a few questions to be answered before filling information on the phytotoxicity trials, in order
to know if phytotoxicity trials are required and estimate how many:
•
•
•
•

Has the product fungicidal or insecticidal activity?
Has the product herbicidal activity?
Is the herbicide activity specific?
Have adverse effects been observed in efficacy trials?

For each question, tick ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.
Phytotoxicity trials
The fields on the number of trials required depend on the conditions of use (greenhouse/indoor or field)
and are automatically indicated by EUMUDA from the general page.
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The number of trials required can be found in the EPPO Standard PP1/226 on the Efficacy evaluation
of plant protection products. You can access to this Standard in the section ‘Efficacy trials’ of the tab
‘Efficacy’.
For uses in greenhouse of indoor conditions, there is one EU single zone according to Regulation (EC)
No 1107/2009.
For uses in field conditions, trials must be performed in EPPO climatic zones: Mediterranean, Maritime,
North and South-East zones. The choice of the zone depends on the Member States where authorisation
of the product is sought.
The number of trials required is not automatically calculated and should be entered manually by the
project leader.
The part on phytotoxicity trials has identical fields as the part on efficacy trials.
To fill the fields for phytotoxicity trials (trials required, available, still needed and ongoing), please use
the instructions given for efficacy trials.

Phytotoxicity Comments
Field ‘General comments on phytotoxicity and phytotoxicity trials for this project’
Type free text, in English.
Do not forget to save the information by clicking on the button ‘Save information’.
d. Page ‘Project plan and status’
This page provides the project plan and information on the project status and comments.
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Project plan
The aim of the project plan is to provide some basic information on the minor use need, the possible
solution, the project, the project leader and parties involved, and to clarify the role of the parties
participating /involved in this project. Most fields will automatically be filled by completing a project
in EUMUDA. Description of who is responsible for which part of the project (e.g. field phase, analytical
phase, quality assurance, number of trials) should be attributed ‘manually’ by the project leader to the
‘project members’.
•

Downloading the project plan

The project plan can be generated directly in word format from the project pages (general, active
substances and product, residues and contact details).
The project members can download the project plan in word format by clicking on ‘You can download
project plan here, filled with EUMUDA information’.

•

Uploading the project plan

In this section, the project leader can upload the project plan when it has been completed, and even
when it is not fully completed, and the project members need to have access to it.
Field ‘When project plan has been completed, please upload it here’
To upload the document, click on the box ‘Upload file’.

Project status and comments
This part provides information on the project status and general comments on the project.
The possible entries for ‘Status’ and some associated explanation are given in the table below (it is
also provided in part 4.1).
Possible entries for ‘Status’
Project started

Explanation
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Project not started by MUCF or
CEG
Project ongoing
Project
terminated
before
completion
Project successfully completed

Because there is insufficient
information provided
Data generation

All data available

Field ‘Project status’
Select one status in the menu. When there is an update on the status, select the appropriate new entry.
Field ‘CEG comments’
Type free text, in English.
Do not forget to save the information by clicking on the button ‘Save information’.
e. Page ‘Contact details’
This page provides information on the Member State leading the project and the project leader, and other
stakeholders involved in the project: participating Member States, authorisation holders (companies),
grower’s associations, research institutes and laboratories.
All of them are project members, with the exception of the laboratories, although they contribute to the
generation of data. The contact details of laboratories are mentioned for convenience of the project
members.
The MUCF manages and maintains a list of contacts covering the different type of stakeholders. The
project leader is able to add and modify contacts of this list. New information can be checked and
corrected by the MUCF.
If some contacts are missing, contact the MUCF at contact@minoruses.eu.
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Leading Member State
Field ‘Project leader Member State’
Select one EU Member State in the menu.
Field ‘Project leader Member State’
Select one project leader (a person) in the menu.
The project leader selected must be a representative of the leading Member State selected above.
If the name of a project leader is missing in the menu, contact the MUCF at contact@minoruses.eu.
Do not forget to save the information by clicking on the button ‘Save information’.
Participating Member States
There are several columns to be filled or considered to provide the contact details of each person:
Civility, First name, Last name, Company, Country, Tel, Mobile, Actions.
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Click on the button ‘Add participating Member States contact details to this project’. A page will then
appear where you can see a list of representatives of Member States with their contact details. This table
contains the following information: Full name, Institute, Country, Email and Add/remove from project.
Representatives of Member States are listed according to the alphabetical order of Member States, so
starting with Austria.
The last column ‘Add Remove from project’ is the one to use in this table.
To add or remove a person of the list, tick or untick the box corresponding to the person in the last
column.

To add a new contact, click on the button ‘Add participating Member State contact’.

A page will then appear where you can see a list of menus to be filled: User type, Civility, First name,
Last name, Position, Email, Telephone, Mobile, Institute/Organisation, Dept/Unit, Address,
Complementary address, ZIP code, City, Country code.
The star symbol indicates that the field should be filled mandatory.
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All fields
Type or select the information in each field. For the field ‘Country’, the menu is for both EU and nonEU countries.
The position of the person corresponds to her/his job title.
The telephone number of the person must be typed with country code and 0 in brackets, before the
regional number. For example, for France: +33 1 45 20 77 94.
Do not forget to save the information by clicking on the button ‘Save information’.
To add and correct names of organisations, click on the button ‘Add or modify institute/organisation’.
A page will then appear where you can see a list of institutes/ organisations, associated with their type
and contact persons. It is possible to make searches in the field on the top left corner, and this search
matches any column.
The list is given by alphabetical order of the names of the organisations.
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To modify information on an organisation, click on the pencil symbol on the left of the organisation.
You will then see a box appearing with a few menus to be filled: Name, Abbreviation, and Type of
organisation.

Type or select the information in these fields.
Do not forget to save the information by clicking on the button ‘Save’.

To modify information on a contact person, click on the pencil symbol on the left of the contact. You
will then see a box appearing with menus to be filled.
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This is the same box as the one described above for adding or modifying Member States contacts. The
same instructions can be followed to fill these fields.
Do not forget to save the information by clicking on the button ‘Save information’.

Authorisation holder
There are several columns to be filled or considered to provide the contact details of each person. The
columns and the fields are the same as for participating Member States. Please use the instructions given
for participating Member States to provide the information.
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Grower’s associations
There are several columns to be filled or considered to provide the contact details of each person. The
columns, and the fields and lists of institutes/organisation behind are the same as for participating
Member States. Please use the instructions given for participating Member States to provide the
information.
Research institutes
There are several columns to be filled or considered to provide the contact details of each person. The
columns and the fields and lists of institutes/organisation behind are the same as for participating
Member States. Please use the instructions given for participating Member States to provide the
information.
Laboratories
There are several columns to be filled or considered to provide the contact details of each person. The
columns and the fields and lists of institutes/organisation behind are the same as for participating
Member States. Please use the instructions given for participating Member States to provide the
information.

4.2.6 How to copy a project?
To minimize the amount of work, it is possible for a project leader to copy a project from an original
project.
To copy a project, go on the list of projects. Then go on the line of the original project to be copied and
on the column ‘Project id’.
Click on the second icon next to the project number:

You will see a new page, where you can select the information would you like to copy from the original
project by ticking boxes.
If you tick all boxes, your new project will contain the same information as in the original project.
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Do not forget to save the information by clicking on the button ‘Copy project’.
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Once you have saved the information and copied the project, a number is allocated to the copied project.

5. Table of crop acreages
5.1 What is the table of crop acreages?
The table of crop acreages of EUMUDA is a list of surfaces of crops at national level in the EU. It
includes minor and major crops.
The surfaces are given in hectares (ha) and the information is primarily sourced from Eurostat.
In each line, the crop is described by the crop (common) name, scientific crop name, EPPO code, Crop
group (EPPO non-taxonomic group), total acreage, outdoor acreage, greenhouse acreage.
There is also a column for comments.
Similarly as in the other parts of EUMUDA (table of needs and projects), the crop is preferably defined
at species level, and EPPO codes are used.
Sometimes the crop information from Eurostat or Member States is on groups so the species name and
EPPO codes cannot be indicated, and groups do not always correspond to EPPO crop groups.
The symbol ‘- ‘is present when no name, EPPO code or EPPO crop group is available.
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The table below displays the description, source of information and possible entries where relevant, for
the columns:

Column
Crop name

Description

common name of
crop species or
group, in English
Scientific
crop Scientific name of
name
crop species, in
latin
EPPO code
EPPO code of
crop, at species
level
Crop group
EPPO
nontaxonomic group
Crop comments
Any
relevant
comment
(e.g.
non-taxonomic
EPPO crop name
and code, organic
production, seed
production,
amendment
on
the acreage)
Total acreage (ha) Total surface of
the crop (outdoor
and greenhouse
conditions),
in
hectares (ha)
Outdoor acreage Surface of the
(ha)
crop in outdoor or
field conditions,
in hectares (ha)
Greenhouse
Surface of the
acreage (ha)
crop
in
greenhouse

Source
of Possible entries
information
Eurostat, EPPO global database,
MS
EPPO
global database
EPPO
database

global -

EPPO
database
MS

global Free text

Eurostat or MS

Number starting from
0.00

Eurostat or MS

Number starting from
0.00

Eurostat or MS

Number starting from
0.00
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Year

Member State

Source

conditions,
in
hectares (ha)
Year
of Eurostat or MS
declaration of the
surface
Member
State Eurostat or MS
concerned by the
crop acreage
Source of the Eurostat or MS
information

Year (yyyy)

Name of the 28 EU
Member States
-

5.2 How to search in the table of crop acreages?
It is possible to make searches in the table using the field ‘search’ on a specific filter or combining filters.
For example, a search can be done for the crop code, country and year at the same time (FRAAN
Belgium 2015).
The information can be sorted by ascending or descending order. You can apply sorting on several
columns by pressing the upper key, while clicking the top of the columns to be sorted.
You can get the total acreages among countries displayed by scrolling down to the bottom of the results.
Please make sure that all results are displayed in the same page to obtain the correct total acreages. If
not, select the ‘all’ entries in the ‘show’ box at the bottom of the page.
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The research can be exported through an excel file by clicking on the ‘Excel’ button.

5.3 Who can add and modify information?
Only the users ‘National Minor Uses Contact Points’, CEG (co) Chairs and the MUCF can add and
modify national crop acreages.
The National Minor Uses Contact points are representatives of Member States governments and
responsible for minor uses nationally. There are at least two contact points per Member States. They can
add and modify information only for their own Member State.
The CEG (co)-Chairs can add and modify information only for their own CEG. CEG (co)-Chairs are
not from industry.

5.4 How to add and modify information?
To add or modify national crop acreages, the users should contact the MUCF at contact@minoruses.eu.
In the near future, it will be possible for the users to directly add and modify information through their
login account.
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